
VPT-OS® Portable Over-the-Shoulder System

Audience uses receivers with comfortable dual-headsets
to listen to their language and control their volume.
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3 Interpreters headset microphone connects directly to the
transmitter in front of system. 
Each case can easily manage two languages and additional 
cases can be interconnected with our single cable design to
add more languages.
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This system is designed to work as follows:

Call Today 1.800.792.5020

2 Your interpreter has the advantage of being able to listen directly to presenter and can now hear better, concentrate better, and overall do a better job of interpreting

1 Connect the power plug to any standard outlet. Connect to your sound system and plug in your interpreter headsets and you are up and running!

3 The interpreter’s microphone easily connects to transmitter. Transmitter has a 500 foot range for maximum clarity and sound quality

4 Each audience member uses their own receiver and headset and can listen to their language clearly with individual volume level adjustment

5 Making equipment management and transportation easy this case will keep your investment safe for years and years to come

LIFE-TIME TRANSFERABLE WARRANTY

Lightweight case provides great protection easy setup and
for easy system deployment and unsurpassed performance.

Carrying cases includes storage space for wireless microphones 
and interpreter headset microphones.

Interpreter connects their headset microphone to the
Monitoring Unit/s receives a feed of the presenter's voice in
their headset. Your interpreters can now hear clearly as has
 the advantage of listening directly to the presenter.

This system can be con�gured easily to any number of receivers (up to 4,000) and can manage up to 8 languages

SETS UP IN ONLY 
2 MINUTES!!

In this con�guration your presenter uses any 
existing sound system you already have and with 
one cable from the sound system the interpreter can 
hear better, concentrate better and can do a far 
better job of interpreting because they can hear the 
presenter clearly and accurately in their headset.

One cable is all it takes to be up and running in just 
2 minutes!!

VPT-OS® System

Any Sound System

Accessories

Wired or wireless microphones  as well as 
portable PA’s can easily be added to  VPT-OS® 
system for an all-in-one solution

Any Sound SystemAny Sound System

//  Powerful  //  Lightweight  // Portable  //


